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Labor adopts LNP Bill to protect people 
with disabilities 
 
The State Opposition has welcomed the State Government’s moves to adopt the LNP’s 
policy of ensuring better criminal history screening for disability care workers. 
 
Shadow Minister for Disability Services Andrew Cripps said the aim of the LNP’s Bill was 
to protect the most vulnerable people in our society  
 
“A person with a disability relies on their carer for many things including their safety — to 
have a carer who jeopardises that safety is not acceptable,” Mr Cripps said. 
 
“The Government’s move to adopt the LNP’s policy is something that we welcome — 
although it is a little strange the Bligh Labor Government has waited until the LNP is due 
to debate its Private Members Bill before introducing their own similar legislation.  
 
“It seems that instead of supporting good policy the Bligh Labor Government is more 
interested in playing party politics, as this last minute effort to avoid supporting an 
Opposition Bill shows.” 
 
Mr Cripps said the LNP had first introduced a Private Members Bill to strengthen 
screening of carers through legislation last October. 
 
“The current system, under Labor, only provides for criminal history checking, not for the 
automatic exclusion of workers with a criminal conviction or charge for a violent offence 
from the past system years. 
 
“At last it seems the State Government agrees with the LNP that people with a violent 
criminal history should not be able to be placed in a paid position of responsibility over 
vulnerable people,” he said. 
 
“However, I am concerned about sections of the Bligh Labor Government’s Bill that 
appears set to increase screening costs and delays for community organisations and for 
individuals. 
 
“This issue is too important to play party politics with.”   
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